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This Pershing 108′ (33m) is a luxury sport vessel, constructed by the Italian builder Pershing S.p.a. and launched in
2011. For this superyacht´s naval architect is Pershing´s in-house team, while her beautiful exterior is by worldrenowned Fulvio de Simoni from Ital Projects. She features a versatile layout, aggressive proﬁle, super-structure
windows, the latest on-board innovative technology as well as unparalleled performance.
Three generous guest cabins, a TV room (possible to convert to 4th owner party cabin), and three crew cabins can
be found on board Pershing 108.
The completely personalized under deck layout oﬀers a spacious VIP cabin at the bow, a guest cabin, a TV or family
room and a full beam master cabin amidships. The key element of the yacht´s elegant interior is the natural light in
the architecture of the hall, coming through the wide opening of the lateral windows. The disappearing aft bulkhead
opens the salon and aft deck to one another creating a freeﬂowing entryway area.
Upon entering the main salon, towards the aft there is a dining table with a black python leather top and a large
sofa, both custom made by Fendi Club House, facing a cabinet containing a 52” TV, an elegant coﬀee table and two
honey-colored leather ottomans. This great area opens to the aft deck entertainment area via a disappearing aft
glass bulkhead.
The bridge consists of three comfortable, adjustable central pilot seats produced in collaboration with Poltrona Frau
and Besenzoni. The steering console is designed with the latest navigation and communication technology, including
a complete Furuno system displayed on 18″ masters screens.
The area below deck of the Pershing 108 can be accessed via a wide and comfortable staircase leading down from
the pilot seats to a reﬁned and elegant environment embellished with the Poltrona Frau leather that enriches the
bed frames, furniture tops and wall TVs, giving the environment a very cozy and sophisticated style. The master
cabin is completely personalized and the Fendi Casa leather has been used here as well.
Beginning in the bow, the spacious and perfectly square VIP cabin oﬀers wide and livable living space, equipped with
an ample head giving guests a high degree of comfort.
The guest cabin to port, with twin beds and en suite bathroom, is a great step forward in terms of on board
versatility. In fact, the beds were designed to ﬂank so as to form a king size bed or to be used as two single beds.
Instead of the starboard cabin on the right, as in the standard layout of the P108’, there is a more user-friendly TV
room, also known as the family room, with a large practical convertible sofa bed, customized with the fabric of the
new Armani Casa collection and placed facing the large TV screen.
The key feature of the master cabin is the suggestiveness of the natural light coming from the large lateral windows.
The play of light and the colors are emphasized by the black Fendi leather that embellishes furniture tops, the
headboard and the canopy. To complete this area there is another sofa bed with Armani Casa textiles, designed by
Milano Bedding. Moreover, in the suite there is a large wardrobe, a very modern fully-equipped business area and a
fridge-bar.
At the stern, accessible from inside as well as from the outside of the yacht, is an area that has been equipped to
accommodate the crew. It is made up of three cabins with bathrooms, a laundry room and a dinette combined with
the kitchen.
The incredibly spacious sun deck has a retractable steering console, a large C-shaped sofa with a table that can be
lowered to seating level and four folding chaise lounges that turn into comfortable ergonomic seats, making this an
independent and functional area that can be best enjoyed in moments of relaxation on board. The large cockpit can
be used both during the day and in the evening; a spacious covered area, equipped with a sofa and a table that can
host up to 10 people, with an elegant crystal top with a steel base, as well as 5 modern chairs.
A large aft hangar with a folding bridge allows for the stowing of a 5m yacht tender. There is also a second hangar
that can contain water toys as well as their davit launch.
Built in composite, the Pershing luxury yacht 108 is run by three MTU 16V 2000 M94 diesels, reaching an impressive
top speed of 40 knots and comfortably cruising at 30 knots. Le Caprice IV boasts a beam of 22ft and a 6-foot draft.
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Speciﬁcations & Accommodation
CATEGORY

ITEM

Brand

Pershing

Model

108

Boat type
Construction year
LOA Length

Motor Yacht
2011
30 - 40m

Cruise speed

35 Kn

Passengers

10-12

Beam
Fuel tank capacity

6,70
12.700 L

Cabins
VAT
Engine power

5
Paid
3 x 16V 2000 M94

Equipment
ITEM
Super Tropic air conditioning, 240,000 BTU
Hamann Super Mini Plus sewage system
Hydraulic hideaway swim ladder in bathing platform
2 x galvanized 105KG anchors
Galvanized anchor chain, 150 meters and 125 meters usable chain
with approximately 10 meters left in the locker
Hydraulic bow and stern thruster

ITEM
180 liter per hour watermaker
Twin generators, Kohler 40kW -380/220 vac – 50 hz with soundproof
housing
Williams 505D tender
KVH M9 SAT TV
Furuno 48nm radar
Sea Vision underwater lights (4 each on port and starboard, 2 on
stern)
Full telephone PABX including GSM and satellite connection
2 x Seadoo RXP-X 255hp PWC
Thermal imaging camera with 360 degree view
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